Sumiya Shahan

“You could practice for years and hardly improve if you don't know what you are doing. This is where the fundamentals of art
come into play - color, value, composition, edges, brushwork and technique.”
Dan Scott, author of Painting for Beginners A 7 step Guide to get

How to use paint brush?
Find a subject?

What colors to use?

How to draw all the details?

What type of brushes to use for
and their name

Order to paint a painter have to use different type of in different
occasion. Fan brushes are use for paint trees. Detail round
brushes for the paint small details. Angular flat, round brushes is
mostly use in water painting because it can observe more water.

There are other people that like to paint with their fingers instead
of brushes.

Daily Challenge #18 / Acrylic/
Fan Brush / Painting Tropical
Paradise Beach
Daily Challenge #34 / Easy Art /
Power lines at sunset painting
Daily Challenge #23 / Acrylic /
Swab Art/ Couple in Love under
Cherry Blossom Tree

In this youtube videos the painter shows
what colors to use and what color is
suited for what situation. Also what
brushes to use. How to use different
equipments.

Different style of Painting
Order to paint the painter have to think about what they want to paint,
what paper or canvas, color that want to use. Different painters are
good at using different color. Some painter use more than one types of
color in one painting. Some painter are good at painting people there
are others that good at painting landscape. Painter like Leonardo da
Vinci and Zainul Abedin’s most paintings are about people's expression
and how they live in that time. In other hand if you look at Vija
Celmins paintings they are different and unique. It’s different because
she first took photos of what she want to paint. Her painting look so
much like a black and white photograph. Most of Vija Celmins
paintings are landscape.
All of this showed that there is many different way a painter can paint. You can do what you think you are best at, you
don't have to do what other people do. But there is some fundamentals that you walaws have to remember when you
are paint. Like, how you would use the colors and brush, you have to practice painting frequently. You can't just stop
painting for few week, because if you stop painting for short amount of time you will forget some of the thing that
you learned about paintings.

Why I choose this topic and the design of this
website?
I chose to write about painting because I am interested in painting and
I am not that good at skating. The level that I am at is not professional
but is not that bad either. I use oil paint to paint paintings. It took me a
very long time to come to the level that I am in right now. I think it's
because I am self taught. Now I want to lear want I don't know about
painting.
I chose black background because in the home page I have to add a
image, and any image look better when there is dark background.
You can see a lot of details clearly then with bright color. I learn this
in a photographic class that I took first semester in college. Some of
the image that I use in this website is drown by me. I chose this
image because I am not that good at painting and this website about
learning how to paint and also improve your painting.
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